The Sanding Mop
Assembly Instructions
1.

If you have a 4” mop, separate sheets into 1” wide strips.
If you have a 6” mop, go to step 2.

2.

If you plan on assembling your mop with stabilizers, begin by placing one white nylon disc over the mandrel. If
you don’t intend on using stabilizers, go to step 3.

3.

Hold two sanding strips with backs together (blue to blue, grit sides to the outside). Line them up straight and
place over arbour (See fig. A). Lay a 2nd set over the arbour at 90° to the 1st set to create a cross (See fig. B)

4.

If you will not be using spacers, skip to step 5. If you intend to use the red spacers, you would now place one
spacer over the arbour and continue to put one spacer on after every 2 sets (4 sheets). (On the mandrel which
comes with the kit, you can fit 24 sheets with 5 spacers, giving you 2 soft mops with each kit.)

5.

Continue criss-crossing sets (See fig. C) until you reach the thickness of mop you desire – between 16 and 48 strips.

6.

If you are not using stabilizers, skip to step 7.
If you are using stabilizers, place the other white stabilizer over the mandrel.

7.

Tighten the nut and you are ready to use your mop! Place unit securely in a drill, drill press, lathe, bench grinder, etc.
Before you begin, break in your mop by spinning it at 2,300 rpm and hold a corner of a piece of hardwood into it
so outside edges of sandpaper break apart at the slits and soften up. To ensure your safety, the use of mask and
goggles are recommended.
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